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Outline
Charitable donations and the implications of mergers, acquisitions, or changes in circumstances

Hospital governance

Cy pres doctrine

Best practices for meeting donation requirements

Questions:
◦ What impact can a merger or acquisition have on a hospital's charitable funds?
◦ What happens if the intended purpose of the gift becomes obsolete?
◦ How can a hospital or health system leverage the cy pres doctrine to ensure compliance with the intent of the 

donor's wishes?
◦ What steps should healthcare counsel take to ensure compliance with the obligations of endowments and 

other charitable donations?



Charitable Donations: Gifts & Restricted Gifts
Gifts
◦ By default, a gift does not have restrictions and the donor does not retain any rights.

◦ Example:  $100 contribution to the hospital

Restricted Gifts:
◦ Funds to be used for a particular purpose:

◦ Example:  “$100 to support the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit”
◦ Example:  “$100 to build a building for the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and to name it the John Doe Building”

◦ Funds to be used for a particular purpose, and may not be used immediately:
◦ Example:  “$100 to endow the hospital CEO, with the income to support the hospital CEO in perpetuity”



Identifying Restricted Gift Provisions
Gift agreements

Solicitation materials
◦ “Make a gift to South Hospital for support the local community”

Correspondence with donor

Verbal commitments to donor

Implied restrictions based on solicitations (nebulous)

Foundation or hospital history or practice

Prior accounting practice



Restricted Gifts
What is the legal basis of a restricted gift?
◦ Gift, Subject to a condition subsequent
◦ Contract – a promise (detrimental reliance)

◦ Pledges are often considered enforceable against donors on the basis of a contract

◦ Implied trust
◦ Gift is being held trust by the charity



The Meaning of “Endowment”
An “endowment” refers to (at least) three concepts:
◦ Board-designated funds invested for charitable purposes (“Institutional Funds”)
◦ Donor Restricted Funds:

◦ Funds not wholly expendable on current basis (Endowment Fund)
◦ Funds that must be expended for a specific purpose or use but can be spent at any time.

Generally, only donor restricted funds create an issue.

If board designated funds for an endowment, board may change that designation and redirect 
funds.



Hospital System M&A Transactions
Certain Hospital M&A Transactions create challenges for meeting donor restrictions.

Certain transaction structures are more compatible to donor restricted funds than others.

Once a restriction is identified, then practitioner should look to different statutory and legal 
procedures to address it.



Example 1: Hospital is Being Closed
Situation:
◦ Hospital is being closed
◦ Hospital corporation will be dissolved.
◦ Services being consolidated elsewhere.

Example Gift Agreement Provisions:
◦ “Use these funds for Hospital”
◦ “Hold these funds for perpetuity to pay an oncology fellow.”
◦ “Use these funds to build the Kohout wing”
◦ “Use these funds for a new MRI machine”

◦ MRI machine is being moved to the new building.



Example 2:  Hospital Corporation Merger
Situation:
◦ Hospital Corporation is being merged.
◦ Service delivery is changing to another location. 
◦ Hospital building is being sold.

Examples (same as prior page)
◦ “Use these funds for Hospital”
◦ “Hold these funds for perpetuity to pay an oncology fellow.”
◦ “Use these funds to build the Kohout wing”
◦ “Use these funds for a new MRI machine”

◦ MRI machine is being moved to the new building.



Example #3:  Member Substitution
Situation:
◦ Outside health system will become member of Hospital corporation.
◦ New system parent will appoint board of Hospital corporation.
◦ Hospital will continue to operate as before member substitution
◦ Parties may agree that specified hospital assets will be assigned to another charity before member 

substitution.

Gift Agreement Provisions:
◦ Some restricted funds are linked to hospital programs or service lines.
◦ Other restricted funds linked to community.

Use of “legacy” funds for specific system entities.
◦ Does economic surplus at a recipient entity create an issue?



Example #4:  Asset Sale
Situation:
◦ Hospital corporation will sell building and assets to purchaser.
◦ Hospital corporation will retain accounts receivable and other specifically identified assets.

Gift Agreement Provisions:
◦ Some restricted funds are linked to hospital programs or service lines.
◦ Other restricted funds linked to community.



Example #5:  Related Foundation
What effect if Hospital corporation is parent to separate Code Section 501(c)(3) foundation?
◦ Hospital is being closed
◦ Hospital corporation merger
◦ Member substitution
◦ Asset sale

Hospital Foundation could be a charitable trust:  Charitable trusts are subject the trust code and AG 
review.  



Other Issues:  Named Buildings
Building is sold:
◦ No requirement to the donor unless the gift instrument requires it.

Building is substantially renovated:
◦ Must address obligation to the donor.



Doctrines of Cy Pres and Modification
Cy Pres
◦ Cy Pres Commes Possible = “As near as possible”
◦ Trust principle that has developed into common law doctrine (or, in some states, a statutory rule)
◦ Law favors charitable trusts, so courts will use their equitable powers to save them from failure.
◦ Specific elements vary by jurisdiction but often include –

◦ Valid charitable trust exists
◦ Settlor’s specific charitable purpose is frustrated
◦ Settlor had a general charitable intention (rather than more limited objective)



Doctrines of Cy Pres and Modification
Modification (or Deviation)
◦ Also, a common law doctrine (codified in some states)
◦ While cy pres allows for change of trust’s purposes, modification or deviation refers to change of trust’s 

administrative provisions.
◦ Examples:

◦ Restrictions on types of investments that can be made
◦ Gift to hospital to benefit a particular class (e.g., homeless individuals)

Both cy pres and modification/deviation require court approval for change



Uniform Prudent Management of 
Institutional Funds Act – Uniform law
UPMIFA: Adopted in 49 states, except Pennsylvania, but Pennsylvania’s law very similar

Makes important allowances for modern investing, investing management, and for modifications 
of certain funds.



Modifying Restrictions—Approval Process
Party Provisions
Donor Donor and Charity can agree to release any restriction.

Consent can be given in advance in gift instrument.

Court May modify restriction on management and investment of fund if:
• Impracticable or wasteful,
• Impairs management or investment of the fund, or
• Because of unanticipated circumstances.
Modification should follow donor’s probable intent.  Institution must put the AG on notice.

Court May change restriction on charitable use if:
• Unlawful, impracticable, impossible to achieve, or wasteful.
Change should be in accordance with the charitable purposes in the gift agreement.
Institution must put the AG on notice.

Notice to the AG
Old and Cold
Exception 

If Institution determines a restriction is unlawful, impracticable, impossible to achieve, or wasteful, the institution, 60 
days after notification to the AG, may release the restriction if:  
• The fund is less than $25,000,
• More than 20 years have elapsed, and
• Institution uses the property in a manner consistent with the charitable purposes expressed in the instrument.
Fund value and duration depend on state law.



Donors’ Role in Approving Changes
Best case: Donor is available and willing to give written consent

Donor may not be available
◦ Family members are generally not substitutes
◦ Grant-making foundation may still be around.

Donor and family may not have rights to enforce a restricted gift
◦ Under common law, restricted gifts are enforceable by the AG; but courts look to the donor and the 

family.



Other Parties in Approving Changes
Courts

Attorney General
◦ Consider being pro-active with the AG
◦ AG has different criteria

Contingent Remainder beneficiaries (“if purpose of the gift is impossible or impracticable, funds 
to go to Boys and Girls Club”)
◦ The contingent beneficiary has rights to the fund if initial recipient organization is not using the funds 

correctly.

General public (“Front page test”)



UPMIFA Provisions Allow for Investing 
Flexibility
May incur “costs that are appropriate and reasonable in relation to the assets, the purposes of 
the institution and the skills available to the institution.”

May pool two or more institutional funds together for management and investment (a unitized 
endowment).

Consider a broad group of investment factors in making investments, which allows for 
alternative investment strategies often used for modern endowments.

May delegate to an investment advisor (if prudent)



UPMIFA Provisions Allowing for Flexibility 
in Appropriations
Removes historic dollar value—no longer required to limit distributions so that the amount of 
the principal is preserved.
◦ Donor makes a gift of $100; there is a $2 loss in the portfolio in the first year—the endowment can still 

make a payment.

Institution can set an appropriation policy based on seven factors.
◦ See “Best Practice” later.

Terms in a gift instrument designating a gift as an endowment, or a direction or authorization in 
the gift instrument to use only “income”, “interest”, “dividends”, or “rents, issues, or profits”, or 
“to preserve the principal intact”, or words of similar import:
◦ (1) create an endowment fund of permanent duration unless other language in the gift instrument 

limits the duration or purpose of the fund; and
◦ (2) do not otherwise limit the authority to appropriate for expenditure or accumulate.



Best Practices for Charitable Fundraising
Practice Preventive Law –
◦ Policies and procedures that mitigate future issues/risk

Focus on unrestricted gifts for flexibility (“Trust Philanthropy”)
◦ Proactive steering/priorities.

Establish a gift acceptance and instrument review process
◦ Internal MOU routed to stakeholders

◦ Prevents confusion about how the gift will be used
◦ Encourages appropriate dialogue among the stakeholders
◦ Provides internal accountability
◦ MOU should include sections about gift restriction/use, recognition/naming stipulations, stewardship stipulations, Suggested 

payment schedule, budget (expansion, sustaining) and electronic approvals

◦ Once MOU approved – Draft Gift Instrument



Best Practices for Charitable Fundraising
The Gift Instrument
◦ Keep it short, clear and simple
◦ Establish various templates

◦ Outright gifts, endowments, pledges, testamentary, corporations/foundations

◦ Defined and document a process from beginning to end. Then follow it
◦ Use a check-list that captures the process, stakeholders review and decision tree/flow
◦ Think about a repository 

◦ The gift instrument is the source of final donor intent after all the negotiations
◦ Allocations Administrator – follows the gift upon acceptance all the way through to its use and ongoing use. This is typically a

finance person and protects donor intent and institutional reputation



Best Practices for Charitable Fundraising
The basic anatomy of an endowment agreement 
◦ Don’t be too legalistic, use plain language
◦ Identify the parties
◦ Have a set recital… “…in appreciation for the care…and recognition of the mission…” Add to the recital if 

unique situation. 
◦ The terms/sections might look something as follows:

◦ Define the property and pledge schedule if applicable. 
◦ Define the purpose of the endowment succinctly and carefully. 
◦ Define the Spending from Endowment Fund. Cite your state law and your organization’s spending policy. 
◦ Define Change in Circumstances. Best practice is to cite the board determines if a change has occurred in the use of the fund is

impossible, impractical or not in charity’s best interest. 



Best Practices for Charitable Fundraising
Terms/Sections continued:
◦ Define stewardship and recognition.

◦ Leave flexibility and cite that stewardship and recognition will be consistent with policy of the fundraising department. Policies may 
change and subject any donor recognition to change of circumstances language because perpetuity is a long time.

◦ Consider subjecting recognition to “change of circumstances” in case donor creates reputation issue.

◦ Change of Use.  The charity will invariably need to make changes to carryout its mission (or there is a 
polio vaccine).

◦ Define how or if the gift will be announced. 
◦ Define use of name. 
◦ If donor is making a pledge, add provisions that the donor acknowledges that Hospital is acting in 

reliance and that the pledge is a debt against the estate.
◦ Define Governing Law
◦ Copies. Will provide endowment fund policy and UPMIFA upon request. 
◦ Counterparts/Signatures. 



Endowment Fund Policy Statement
Good practice under UPMIFA is for a charity to write a policy. 

Stakeholders that help write the policy 

The anatomy of the policy:
◦ Introduction – state charity owns the funds and are not separate trusts. 
◦ Types of Endowments

◦ Donor restricted 
◦ General endowments
◦ Board-designated

◦ Procedures for Endowments
◦ Gift Instrument
◦ Establish a threshold
◦ Acceptance by Charity – MOU process



Endowment Fund Policy Statement
◦Procedures for Endowments (Cont.):
◦ Use of endowment gifts not restricted by donor
◦ Gifts to Existing Endowment Funds

Administration and Investment of Endowment Funds
◦ Definition and Overview UPMIFA
◦ Define Administrative Authority 
◦ Define Investment Authority 
◦ Define Commingling of Assets
◦ Define Administrative Costs (Moritz Case)



Endowment Fund Policy Statement
Endowment Spending:
◦ Describe background – Board will act in good faith, prudent person standard and consider factors under 

UPMIFA 
◦ Define Spending Policy

◦ New Endowments
◦ Endowments with outstanding pledges
◦ Underwater endowments

◦ Expenditures of Spendable Amounts

Modification of Use of a Donor-Restricted Endowment:
◦ Consider four options: Default provision, donor consent, court proceeding or small old funds 



Other Cy Pres / Donor Issues
Length of naming time for Buildings/Programs
◦ What if building is damaged?  Or renovated?

Ability to remove a donor’s name if reputational risk arises
◦ Unpaid pledged funds
◦ Return unspent funds?

What if the funds aren’t enough for the program or purpose?
◦ Naming issue
◦ Disappointed donor 



Questions?
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